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SPECIAL THANKS 
 

To the mastermind(s) behind the game, where without them we 
couldn’t have played and enjoyed it! Please visit their page to check 
out their other games and support them to provide you with more 
games in the future! 
 

FFCREATIONS 
HTTPS://WWW.PATREON.COM/FFCREATIONS 
 
 

GAME PLAN 
 

The guide will list almost every set of choices that are presented to you in-
game with its corresponding effect (if it has one). Just keep an eye on the 
following tags: 

(Pacifism) Selecting those choices will result the [MC] in being more Passive / Submissive. 

(Perversion) Selecting those choices will result the [MC] in being more Aggressive / Dominant. 

(Sispervbro) Hidden Stat to track how perverted Alice is.   

[Trigger] Hidden Trigger that will affect future scenes and dialogues. 

[Image(s): #] I’m only listing UNIQUE images that can’t be obtained from the default story line. 

PRO Tip: Search for the missing image by; “Ctrl + F” then enter “#Number” (Obtained from gallery) 

 

Last tip before we start, choices in BOLD are usually those who are 

tagged with one of the above tags. Choices with normal text or 

those without tags next to it, you can simply ignore. Enjoy! 
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Viewer discretion is advised! 

The game contains adult content and thus you have to be the legal 
age according to your country.   

Viewer discretion is advised! 
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Chapter 1 

Alice on the coach: 

 Looking at your necklace (+1 pacifism) [Image(s): #4, #11] 

 Wondering what cup size you are (+1 perversion) [Image(s): #5, #10] 

Alice in the bathroom: 

Choice Set 1: 

 Of course [Image(s): #6] 

o What other choice do I have? [Image(s): #7, #8, #9] 

o No, maybe I’ll get caught 

 Maybe I shouldn’t. 

Leah at the school: 

 Yeah, I was going to drag them out of class and fuck them in a bathroom stall. 

 Slut? What are you talking about? 2B is my classroom. 

Susan’s office: 

 It’s okay so far. (+1 pacifism) 

 I can’t believe how sexy is the girls here are. (+1 perversion) 

Alice sleeping: 

 Hell yes. [Image(s): #25] 

o Leave it alone. (+1 perversion) 

o Check it out. (+2 perversion) 

 No, that’s a bad idea. (+2 pacifism) 
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Chapter 2 

[MC] laying on bed: By default, you’ll get (+1 sispervbro) unless specified below. 

Note: Requirement for Choices to show: 3+ perversion 

 Fap quickly (+1 sispervbro) 

 Look at Phone Again (+2 sispervbro) [Image(s): #36, #37] 

Leah at the school: 

 Yes. (+1 pacifism) 

 No. (+1 perversion) 

Melody in the classroom: 

 Don’t call me that. 

 What do you think of Susan? 

 What do you know about Leah? 

Alice at home: 

Choice Set 1: 

 Yeah, another detention. (+1 perversion) 

 No, she wants to give me something. (+1 pacifism) 

Choice Set 2: 

 Don’t Touch (+1 pacifism) 

 Touch. (+1 perversion) 

[MC] dreaming: 

IF perversion > pacifism [Image(s): #48] 

OR ELSE [Image(s): #49] 
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Chapter 3 

Alice in the bathroom:  

 Stay [BathShare] [Image(s): #57, #58] 

 Leave 

Alice in the bedroom: 

 Actually, yeah. (+1 perversion) 

 No, something else. (+1 pacifism) 

Susan & Leah in the classroom: 

 Speak up (+1 perversion) 

 Let the fight (+1 pacifism) 

Melody at the school: 

 Show me what's under the panties 

Note 1: If you have 6+ perversion [Image(s): #60]. 

Note 2:  if you have 0 - 5 perversion [Image(s): #61]. 

 Give me a kiss [Image(s): #61] 

Leah & Alice at the school: 

 Don’t sneak (+1 pacifism) 

 Sneak and eavesdrop (+1 perversion) 

Susan’s office: **This scene is very important as it will define many future scenes.** 

Note: No choices, but based on your stats; you’ll get the following unique images: 

IF perversion > pacifism; [Handjob] [Image(s): #66, #67, #68, #69]  

OR ELSE; [Footjob]  [Image(s): #71, #72, #73] 
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Chapter 4 

Alice in bed: 

 Wake her (+1 pacifism) [Image(s): #77, #78, #79, #80, #81] 

o Of course I watched. (+1 perversion) (+1 sispervbro) 

o I was looking at something else. (+1 pacifism) 

 Touch her (+1 perversion) [Image(s): #75, #76] 

o Keep going (+1 perversion) (+2 sispervbro) [Image(s): #77, #82, #83] 

o Stop [Image(s): #77, #78, #79, #80, #81] 

 Go back to sleep (+2 pacifism) 

Melody at the school: 

 OK 

o A [Image(s): #84, #85] 

o B [Panty] [Image(s): #86, #87] 

 No thanks (+1 pacifism) 

Alice in the bedroom: 

 Tell her to prove it (+1 perversion) 

Note 1: If you have 3+ sispervbro [Image(s): #88, #89] 

Note 2: If you have 0 - 2 sispervbro [Image(s): #88]. 

 Change the topic (+1 pacifism) [Image(s): #89, #90] 

Path selection: 

 Stay home with the girls (+1 pacifism) {Head to Section: “Staying Home”} 

 Go see Melody (+1 perversion) {Head to Section: “Visiting Melody”} 
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Staying home: By default, you’ll obtain [Image(s): #91, #92, #93, #94, #95] 

Choice Set 1: 

 Actually I saw some pictures… (+1 perversion) 

 Say nothing (+1 pacifism) 

Choice Set 2: 

 Peek… [Image(s): #96] 

o Continue [Image(s): #97] 

o Leave [Image(s): #98] 

 Go to bed [Image(s): #99]  

Visiting Melody: By default, you’ll obtain [Image(s): #100, #101] 

 Yes! (+1 perversion) [Image(s): #102, #103, #104, #105, #106] 

 I don’t know… (+1 pacifism) 

o Ok fine [Image(s): #102, #103, #104, #106] 

o No (+2 pacifism) 
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Chapter 5 

Alice at home: 

 Tell me about last night before I leave 

 Leave without asking 

Melody at work: 

Note: Based on which path you took previously; you’ll get the following unique images: 

 “Staying Home” [Image(s): #104, #106] 

 “Visiting Melody” [Image(s): #110] 

Alice at work: 

 A bottle of whiskey [Whiskey] 

 No thanks, I won't be drinking tonight (+1 pacifism) 

Home party: 

Note: If you obtained [Whiskey], you’ll get (+1 sispervbro). 

Choice Set 1: 

 Truth 

o Answer [Truth] [Image(s): #121] 

o Refuse (+1 pacifism) [Image(s): #151] 

 Dare 

o Do it [Dare] [Image(s): #122] 

o Refuse (+1 pacifism) [Image(s): #151] 
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Choice Set 2: 

 Alice 

o Flash your tits (+2 perversion) [Image(s): #125, #126] 

o Get a bottle to spin (+1 perversion) [Image(s): #127] 

Note 1: If you have 4+ sispervbro [Image(s): #128, #129, #130]  

Note 2: If you have 1 - 3 sispervbro [Image(s): #131, #132] 

Note 3: If you have 0 sispervbro [Image(s): #128] 

o Post an ugly picture online (+1 pacifism) [Image(s): #134] 

 Leah (Choose one of the paths below, ELSE head to Section: “Leah alone on the Coach”) 

IF you obtained [Truth]: 

o Caught Masturbating? 

o What are the most attractive things about Alice and I? 

IF you obtained [Dare]: 

o Send a selfie to a random number [Selfie] [Image(s): #135] 

o Suck on your own toe (+1 pacifism) [Image(s): #136] 

Leah alone on the coach: 

Note: The choices below will determine your fetish, will impact some scenes and dialogues. 

 Voyeur [Voyeur] 

 Girl Next Door OR Incest [Incest] 

 BDSM [BDSM] 
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Chapter 6 

[MC] drinking coffee: 

Note: No choices, but IF you obtained [Selfie] [Image(s): #153]. 

Alice drinking coffee: 

 Tell her everything (+2 perversion) 

 Keep some of it secret (+2 pacifism) 

Alice cleaning the bedroom: 

 Smack her ass (+1 perversion) (+1 sispervbro) [Image(s): #160, #161] 

Note: IF pacifism < perversion; (+1 Dinner Point) 

 Spook her (-1 sispervbro) [Image(s): #162] 

Note: IF perversion < pacifism; (+1 Dinner Point) 

[MC] texting: 

 Don't text Susan 

 Send a picture 

o Send a Selfie 

Note 1: If you obtained [Footjob] [Image(s): #164] 

Note 2: If you obtained [Handjob] [Image(s): #165] 

[MC] in the living room: 

 Go to her room 

Note: IF pacifism < perversion; (+1 Dinner Point) 

 Wait for her here 

Note: IF perversion < pacifism; (+1 Dinner Point) 

Alice in the store: 

 Let’s stay together (+1 Dinner Point) 

 Wait for her here 
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Alice at home: 

 Yes 

 Wait a minute (+1 Dinner Point) 

[MC] cooking: 

 Add a pinch of salt 

Note: IF pacifism < perversion; (+1 Dinner Point) 

 Don't change anything 

Note: IF perversion < pacifism; (+1 Dinner Point) 

[MC] setting up the dinner table: 

 Turn on music 

 Grab candles (+1 Dinner Point) 

Having dinner with Alice: 

 Tell her how you feel about her [Image(s): #173, #175, #176] 

Note: IF perversion < pacifism; (+1 Dinner Point) 

 Let her continue [Image(s): #174, #177, #178, #179] 

Note: IF pacifism < perversion; (+1 Dinner Point) 

[MC] cuddling with Alice: 

Note: IF you have 4+ Dinner Point [Image(s): #181, #182, #183, #184, #185, #186, #187, #188]  

OR ELSE;  [Image(s): #174] 
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Chapter 7 

Leah at the school: 

 Ask her if she’s upset with me 

 Ask her why she didn’t wake me up before leaving for school 

[MC] in the classroom: (Choose one of the paths below) 

IF you obtained [Handjob]; [Image(s): #190, #191] 

 Yes (+1 perversion) 

 No 

IF you obtained [Footjob]; [Image(s): #192, #193] 

 No way! (+1 pacifism) 

 What could I have done? 

Susan after-class: 

 I’ll be there 

 Yeah! 

Melody at the school: 

 Nothing! (+1 pacifism) 

 We're hooking up after classes 

Leah at the school: 

 What’s up, Nile? 

 Did you talk to Alice? 

Susan’s office: (Choose one of the paths below) 

Path 1: IF you obtained [Incest] OR [Voyeur]; [Image(s): #204, #205, #206, #207, #208, #209, #210] 

Path A): IF you obtained [Footjob]. 

Path B): IF you obtained [Handjob]. 

Note: “Path A” & “Path B” have the same images, just different dialogue and doesn’t affect Stats. 
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Path 2: IF you obtained [BDSM]; 

Path A): IF pacifism < perversion [Image(s): #194, #195, #196, #197, #198, #199] 

Path B): IF pacifism > perversion [Image(s): #200, #201, #202, #203] 

Note: “Path A” & “Path B” have different dialogue and doesn’t affect Stats. 

Melody at the school: 

 It's not what it looks like (+1 pacifism) 

 Like this is really a surprise? (+1 perversion) 

Leah outside the house: 

 I always get home this late (+1 pacifism) 

 I saw Susan after class (+1 perversion) 

[MC] looking for Alice inside the house: 

 Check her room 

 Check the bathroom 

 Go to your room (Tip: She’s here) 

Alice inside the bedroom: 

Choice Set 1: 

 I want to do more of what we did last night [Image(s): #215, #216] 

 I just don't want things to get weird between us [Image(s): #215, #216] 

 I really don't know yet [Unsure] {Head to Section: “[MC]’s wet dream”} 

 I think I want to keep exploring us [Image(s): #215, #216] 

Choice Set 2: 

 Is that all? (+1 perversion) 

 I'd be happy to (+1 pacifism) 

[MC]’s wet dream: 

IF you obtained [Unsure] [Image(s): #217, #218, #219] {Head to Section: “[MC] woke up alone”} 

OR ELSE [Image(s): #220, #221] {Head to Section: “[MC] woke up with Alice”} 
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Chapter 8 

[MC] woke up with Alice: [Image(s): #222, #223] 

 Wait until she's done (+1 pacifism) {Head to Section: “Melody in the Locker Room”} 

 Join Alice in the shower (+1 perversion) {Head to Section: “Alice in the bathroom”} 

[MC] woke up alone: 

 Wait until she's done (+1 pacifism) {Head to Section: “Melody in the Locker Room”} 

 Go to the bathroom (+1 perversion) {Head to Section: “Alice in the bathroom”} 

Alice in the bathroom: 

 Go back to your room (+1 pacifism) {Head to Section: “Melody in the Locker Room”} 

 Enter (+1 perversion) {Read note below} 

Note: IF you have obtained [BathShare]; [Image(s): #224, #225, #226] 

Melody at the school: 

 Why are you just staring at me? 

 Uh… anything else? 

Melody in the locker Room: 

Choice Set 1: 

 Are you sure this is ok? (+1 pacifism) 

 Yeah, I'm coming in (+1 perversion) 

Note: The rest of the Choice Sets’ Dialogue will be based if you have [Panty], they don’t affect 

Stats or unlock unique images. 

Leah at the School: 

 Choices doesn’t affect stats or unlocks Images. 
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Leah in the Bedroom: 

Choice Set 1: 

 Kiss her (+1 perversion) [Image(s): #235] 

 Talk more (+1 pacifism) 

Choice Set 2: 

 Very far away 

 Grew up here long ago 

Choice Set 3: 

 Is your family religious? 

 Does your family know you like women? 

Choice Set 4: 

 Ask her for a kiss (+1 pacifism) [Image(s): #235] 

 Kiss her (+1 perversion) 

Choice Set 5: 

 Oh it will (+1 perversion) 

 I can only hope, but I don't want to assume anything (+1 pacifism) 

Choice Set 6: 

 What are you thinking of doing? 

 Does it involve your mouth? 

Choice Set 7: 

 You've practiced with your toy, haven't you? 

o Do you like the real thing better? (+1 perversion) 

o You've clearly already learned a lot then (+1 pacifism) 

 I must be a great teacher 

o Are you glad it's me you're doing this with? (+1 pacifism) 

o I can't wait to do this to you again (+1 perversion) 

Choice Set 8: 

 Yeah, give it a try [Image(s): #247] 

 Not this time [Image(s): #248] 

Leah in the Living Room: 

 Interrupt her 

 Let her speak 
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Chapter 9 

Girls Inside the classroom: 

Choice Set 1: 

 Do it 

 Ask what's wrong 

Choice Set 2: 

 It's sad 

 Class will be just as insightful as usual 

Girls at the school hallway: 

Choice Set 1: 

 Come clean 

 Lie 

Choice Set 2: 

 Encourage her to talk 

 Tell her you understand 

Choice Set 3: 

 Offer your assistance (+1 perversion) 

 Hope no one says your name (+1 pacifism) 

Melody at work: 

 Play games on my phone 

 Check stock, clean, attend to customers 
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Melody sex Part 1: (Based on your stats, choose your path below) 

IF perversion < pacifism 

 I'll do it! (+1 perversion) {Head to Section: “Melody sex Part 2”} 

 How about I just eat your pussy? (+1 pacifism) {Head to Section: “Melody sex Part 3”} 

OR ELSE 

 Are you sure about the pussy? (+1 perversion) {Head to Section: “Melody sex Part 2”} 

 I'd be happy to provide this service {Head to Section: “Melody sex Part 3”} 

Melody sex Part 2: (By default you’ll obtain; [Image(s): #263, #264, 265] 

 Her pussy {Head to Section: “Melody sex Part 5”} 

 Her asshole {Head to Section: “Melody sex Part 4”} 

Melody sex Part 3: (By default you’ll obtain; [Image(s): #266, #267, 268]) 

 Fuck her pussy {Head to Section: “Melody sex Part 5”} 

 Fuck her asshole {Head to Section: “Melody sex Part 4”} 

Melody sex Part 4: (By default you’ll obtain; [Image(s): #269, #270]) 

 Cum inside (By default you’ll obtain; [Image(s): #271, #272]) 

o Apologize (+1 pacifism) 

o I had a good time (+1 perversion) 

 Cum on her back (By default you’ll obtain; [Image(s): #273]) 

Note: When done; {Head to Section: “Melody after-sex”} 

Melody sex Part 5: (By default you’ll obtain; [Image(s): #273, #274, #275]) 

Note: When done; {Head to Section: “Melody after-sex”} 

Melody after-sex: 

 Obviously 

 Eh, could have been better 
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Alice on the coach: 

Choice Set 1: 

 Yes 

 It's ok 

Choice Set 2: (Based on your stats, choose your path below) 

IF perversion > pacifism; (By default you’ll obtain; [Image(s): #280]) 

 Yes 

o Yes [Threesome] 

o No 

 No 

IF perversion < pacifism; (By default you’ll obtain; [Image(s): #281]) 

 Why don’t we find out? 

o No 

o Yes [Threesome] 

 You're probably right 
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Chapter 10 

Alice arrives home: 

 Ask how class was [Image(s): #290] 

 Ask her if she's ready for tonight [Image(s): #291] 

o Suggest bowling 

[MC] bowling: 

 Throw it hard 

 Throw it light [Image(s): #300, #301] 

Alice playing the arcade machine: 

Choice Set 1: 

 Stare at her chest (+1 perversion) [Image(s): #312] 

 Don't stare (+1 pacifism) 

Choice Set 2: 

 Peek [Image(s): #314, #315] 

 Don't peek 

Choice Set 3: 

 Hug her (+1 sispervbro) [Image(s): #317] 

 High five [Image(s): #318] 

Choice Set 4: 

 Wrap your arms around her (+1 pacifism) (+1 sispervbro) [Image(s): #317] 

 Squeeze her tits (+1 perversion) [Image(s): #318] 

Alice talking to the Clerk: 

 Best friend [Unsure] 

 Boyfriend (Important: If you choose this option, you will no longer obtain [Unsure]) 

 Step brother (Shows only IF Alice is your step-sister) 
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[MC] walking with Alice along the beach: 

 You are overselling it 

 I like it too 

[MC] sitting with Alice at the beach: 

Choice Set 1: 

 I hope he does 

o No thanks 

o I'd consider it 

 Do you want him to? 

Choice Set 2: 

 Suggest bowling again soon 

 Suggest another activity 

Choice Set 3: 

 Say something cheesy 

 Say something sarcastic 

 Say something random 

[MC] having sex with Alice at the beach: 

Choice Set 1: 

 Joke 

 Agree 

Choice Set 2: 

 Absolutely 

 I'm more of an ass man, but… 

Choice Set 3: 

 Watch her some more 

o Switch positions 

 Switch positions 

Choice Set 4: 

 Cum inside [Image(s): #353] 

 Cum on her body [Image(s): #354] 
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[MC] and Alice almost getting busted at the beach: 

 Fun? 

 Scary? 

 Exciting? 
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Chapter 11 

Alice and Leah at the Cafe: 

Choice Set 1: 

 Yeah 

 No 

Choice Set 2: 

 Yes 

 No 

[MC] in the Living Room: 

 Shout to see if Alice is home 

o Peek [Image(s): #365] 

o Don't Peek 

 Don't shout for her 

o Peek [Image(s): #366] 

o Don't Peek 

Alice in the Bedroom: Note: Second option only appears if you are on the step-sister storyline. 

 Yes! 

 Can you call me bro? 

Talking to Karina: Note: You’ll be forced to select both choices. 

 Ask if she's excited for the party 

 Ask about her costume 

 

Leah and Alice showing off their costumes: 

 Hot 

 Interesting 
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[MC] in the Hallway: 

Choice Set 1: 

 Look Closer [Image(s): #391] 

o Move on 

 Move On 

Choice Set 2: 

 Look Closer [Image(s): #393] 

o Move on 

 Move On 

Choice Set 3: 

 Look Closer [Image(s): #395] 

o Move on 

 Move On 

Choice Set 4: 

 First door on the right [Image(s): #396] 

o Second door on the right 

 Second door on the right 

Pre-Party Shots with the Girls: 

 Sure! 

 No thanks 

Talking with Alice alone: 

 Ask how if she's having fun (+1 pacifism) 

o No (-1 assplay) 

o Maybe (+1 assplay) 

o Yes (+2 assplay) 

 Tell her you'd like her to strip her naked (+1 perversion) 

Bumping into Karina: 

 [name] 

 Eiffel 
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Girls in Leah’s Bedroom: Note: A chance to obtain [Threesome], If you don’t have it. 

 Both [Image(s): #424] [Threesome] 

 Just Alice [Image(s): #425] (Important: If you choose this, [Threesome] will be lost.) 
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Chapter 12 

Group Texting: 

 Ask for one also 

 Don't reply 

Last night’s recollection: Note: Last chance to obtain [Threesome], If you don’t have it. 

 I slept next to Alice and Leah [Threesome] 

 Leah went to help Karina (Important: If you choose this, [Threesome] will be lost.) 

Path selection: 

IF you obtained [Threesome]; {Head to Section: “Threesome with Alice & Leah”} 

OR ELSE; {Head to Section: “Sex with Alice”} 

 

Threesome with Alice & Leah: Note: No choices, but you’ll get the following unique images: 

[Image(s): #429, #430, #431, #432, #433, #434, #435, #436, #437, #438, #439, #440, #441, #442] 

[Image(s): #443, #444, #445, #446] 

{Head to Section: “Melody’s news”} 

Sex with Alice: Note: You’ll get the following unique images by default until Choice set 2: 

[Image(s): #447, #448, #449, #450, #451, #452, #453, #454, #455, #456, #457] 

Choice Set 1: Note: Options will appear only if you have 5+ sispervbro 

 I love you too 

 Say nothing 

Choice Set 2: 

 Blowjob [Image(s): #458, #459, #460, #461] 

 Anal [Image(s): #462, #463, #464, #465] 
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Melody’s news: 

 Ask for a raise 

 Tell her you want to go work with her mom 

Alice’s role-play proposition: 

 Yeah 

 I don't know 

Path selection: Based on your stats: 

IF perversion > pacifism; {Head to Section: “Teacher / Student role-play”} 

OR ELSE; {Head to Section: “Librarian / Student role-play”} 

Teacher / Student role-play: Choices won’t affect stats; you’ll get the following unique images: 

[Image(s): #467, #468, #469, #470, #471, #472, #473, #474, #475, #476] 

{Head to Section: “End of Version 0.13”} 

Librarian / Student role-play: Choices won’t affect stats; you’ll get the following unique images: 

[Image(s): #477, #478, #479, #480, #481, #482, #483, #484, #485, #486, #487, #488] 

 

END of Version 0.13 
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